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I. Choose the word that has the underlined parties pronounced differently from the others. 
1.   A. where B. which C. when D. who 
2.   A. high B. fine C. lit D. light 
3.   A. bowl B. now C. cow D. down 
II. Circle the best word or phrase to complete the following sentences. 
4.  My school _______ in 1992. 

A. was built B. has been built C. is built D. was building 
5.  Mr. John________20 cigarettes a day. 

A. don’t smoke B. do smoke C. smoked D. smokes 
6.  How long _________ there? For five years. 

A. are you living B. did you live C. have you lived D. lived 
7.  ___________ here tomorrow?. 

A. Will they be B. Are they been C. Have you been D. Do they come 
8.  She wishes she________________.  

A. can’t swim B. could swim C. can swim D. is swimming 
9.  Ba received three letters _______ you sent this morning. 

A. who B. whom C. whose D. that 
10.  Have you ever seen Mr. Philip, ________is from America?. 

A. who B. that C. whom D. which 
11.  We will have no fresh water to use if we _____ the water. 

A. will pollute B. pollute C. polluted D. had polluted 
12.  If it rains this evening, I ________out. 

A. don’t go B. couldn’t go C. wouldn’t go D. won’t go 
13.  It’s very hot, _____I go swimming. 

A. and B. so that C. such that D. so 
14.  He doesn’t write to his parents as often as he ____________. 

A. used to B. use to C. got used to D. get used to 
15.  The doctor_________me not to stay up too late at night.  

A. suggested B. insisted C. advised D. forced 
16.  Millions of ___________are interested in that program on TV. 

A. spectator B. audience C. watchers D. viewers 
17.  You must leave now ______ you will be late. 

A. because B. otherwise C. or D. and 
18.  These exercises are _________. We cannot do them. 

A. easy B. easily C. difficulty D. difficult 
19.  Would you like to ________ the games? 

A. take part in B. take off C. take down D. take in 
20.  Although there are many celebrations throughout the year, Tet is the most important ______ for Vietnamese 
people. 

A. celebrate B. celebration C. to celebrate D. celebrations 
21.  The baby laughed _________ as she played with her toys. 

A. happier B. happily C. happiness D. happy 
22.  If we keep our ________ clean, we will live a happier and healthier life. 

A. environments B. environment C. environmental D. environmentalists 
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23. He can’t go to see his friends. He hasn’t got ________ time. 
 A. a B. many C. much D. a lot 
24. My sister loves to watch the stars________ night. 
 A. on B. in C. at D. for 
25. Plastic bags will cause pollution________ they are very hard to dissolve. 
 A. so B. but C. or D. because 
26. My father tells me that Ha Noi is different ________ Kuala Lumpur. 
 A. from B. in C. with D. at 
III. Each sentence has a mistake find and correct it. 
27.  I think I prefer country life more than city life. 

        A                        B               C             D   
28.  The picture was painting by Jane last year. 

        A                      B         C              D 
29.  At the moment, I am spending my weekend go to camping with my friends. 

               A                           B                               C         D 
IV. Supply the correct form of the words in brackets to complete the sentences. 
30. This fashion ____________ wants to modernize the traditional Ao dai. (design) 
31. The forecast says the weather will be ____________ but cold. (sun) 
32. Their children are playing ____________on the beach. (happy) 
33. We are looking forward to ____________ from you. (hear) 
V. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tenses. (1 pt) 
34. If your child ____________ speaking English everyday, he will soon improve it. (practice) 
35. Listen! I think someone ____________ at the door. (knock) 
36. We have ____________Mr. and Mrs. Smith for ten years. (know) 
37. Mr. Dennis ____________ to New York in 1982. (go) 
VI. Read the passage and answer the questions. 
 Malaysia is one of the countries of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). It is divided into 
two regions, known as West Malaysia and East Malaysia. The capital of Malaysia is Kuala Lumpur. The population in 
2001 was over 22 million. Islam is the country’s official religion. In addition there are other religions such as 
Buddhism and Hinduism. The national language is Bahasa Malaysia. English, Chinese, and Tamil are also widely 
spoken. Bahasa Malaysia is the primary language of instruction in all secondary schools, although some students 
may continue learning in Chinese or Tamil. 
38. How many regions is Malaysia divided into? 
=> ______________________________________________________________________ 
39. What is the capital of Malaysia? 
=> ______________________________________________________________________ 
40. In which year did Malaysia have a population of over 22 million? 
=> ______________________________________________________________________ 
41. Is Bahasa Malaysia the national language of Malaysia? 
=> ______________________________________________________________________ 
VII. Fill in the numbered blank in the passage with ONE suitable word from the box. (1pt) 
 
 
 You ask me (42) ________ I think about my dad. Great! Great! I must tell you my dad is the (43) 
________ person in the world. Do you know what I mean? He is a considerate and generous man (44) ________ 
is loved not only by his family (45) ________ also by all his friends. His priority is always his family. His sense of 
humor distinguishes him from others. In a word, my dad’s terrific! I’m so proud of him and (46) ________ him so 
much. Happy Father’s Day. Daddy! 
VIII. Write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the original sentence. 
47. People speak English in almost every corner of the word. 
=> English ....................................................................................................................................  
48. This watch is a gift. The watch was given to me on my 15th birthday (Use Relative clause) 
=> This watch, ..............................................................................................................................  
49. Nam is 17 years old. Lan is 15 years old. 
=> Lan is ......................................................................................................................................  
50. “Are you having a wonderful time here? the teacher asked me. 
=> The teacher asked me ...............................................................................................................  

 

    who               what              love                best                but 
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23. He can’t go to see his friends. He hasn’t got ________ time. 
 A. a B. many C. much D. a lot 
24. My sister loves to watch the stars________ night. 
 A. on B. in C. at D. for 
25. Plastic bags will cause pollution________ they are very hard to dissolve. 
 A. so B. but C. or D. because 
26. My father tells me that Ha Noi is different ________ Kuala Lumpur. 
 A. from B. in C. with D. at 
III. Each sentence has a mistake find and correct it. 
27.  I think I prefer country life more than city life. 

        A                        B               C             D   
28.  The picture was painting by Jane last year. 

        A                      B         C              D 
29.  At the moment, I am spending my weekend go to camping with my friends. 

               A                           B                              C         D 
IV. Supply the correct form of the words in brackets to complete the sentences. 
30. This fashion designer wants to modernize the traditional Ao dai. (design) 
31. The forecast says the weather will be sunny but cold. (sun) 
32. Their children are playing happily on the beach. (happy) 
33. We are looking forward to hearing from you.  (hear) 
V. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tenses. 
34. If your child practices speaking English every day, he will soon improve it.  (practice) 
35. Listen! I think someone is knocking at the door.   (knock) 
36. We have known Mr. and Mrs. Smith for ten years.   (know) 
37. Mr. Dennis went to New York in 1982.    (go) 
VI. Read the passage and answer the questions. 
 Malaysia is one of the countries of the Association ot South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). It is divided into 
two regions, known as West Malaysia and East Malaysia. The capital of Malaysia is Kuala Lumpur. The population in 
2001 was over 22 million. Islam is the country’s official religion. In addition there are other religions such as 
Buddhism and Hinduism. The national language is Bahasa Malaysia. English, Chinese, and Tamil are also widely 
spoken. Bahasa Malaysia is the primary language of instruction in all secondary schools, although some students 
may continue learning in Chinese or Tamil. 
38. How many regions is Malaysia divided into? 
=> Malaysia is divided into two regions. 
39. What is the capital of Malaysia? 
=> The capital of Malaysia is Kuala Lumpur. 
40. In which year did Malaysia have a population of over 22 million? 
=> Malaysia had a population of over 22 million in 2001. 
41. Is Bahasa Malaysia the national language of Malaysia? 
=> Yes, it is. 
VII. Fill in the numbered blank in the passage with ONE suitable word from the box. 
 
 
 
 You ask me (42) what I think about my dad. Great! Great! I must tell you my dad is the (43) best person 
in the world. Do you know what I mean? He is a considerate and generous man (44) who is loved not only by his 
family (45) but also by all his friends. His priority is always his family. His sense of humor distinguishes him from 
others. In a word, my dad’s terrific! I’m so proud of him and (46) love him so much. Happy Father’s Day. Daddy! 
VIII. Write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the original sentence. 
47. People speak English in almost every corner of the word. 
=> English is spoken in almost every corner of the world. 
48. This watch is a gift. The watch was given to me on my 15th birthday (Use Relative clause) 
=> This watch, which was given to me on my 15th birthday, is a gift. 
49. Nam is 17 years old. Lan is 15 years old. 
=> Lan is two years younger than Nam. 
50. “Are you having a wonderful time here?” The teacher asked me. 
=> The teacher asked me if I was having a wonderful time there. 

    who               what              love                
best                but 
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ĐÁP ÁN ĐỀ ÔN THI VÀO LỚP 10 THPT SỐ 5 
Cách chấm điểm  
Từ câu 1-50  0,2 điểm / câu 
1. D 2. C 3. A 4. A 5. D 6. C 7. A 8. B 9. D 10. A 
11. B 12. D 13. D 14. A 15. C 16. D 17. C 18. D 19. A 20. B 
21. B 22. B 23. C 24. C 25. D 26. A 27. C 28. B 29. C  
30. designer  31. sunny  32. happily 33. hearing 34. practices 
35. is knocking 36. have known 37. went 
38. Malaysia is divided into two regions. 
39. The capital of Malaysia is Kuala Lumpur. 
40. Malaysia had a population of over 22 million in 2001. 
41. Yes, it is.  42. what  43. best 44. who 45. but 46. love 
47. English is spoken in almost every corner of the world. 
48. This watch, which was given to me on my 15th birthday, is a gift. 
49. Lan is two years younger than Nam. 
50. The teacher asked me if I was having a wonderful time there. 

 


